The influence of the main source of errors in SwilchedCurrent (SI) filters over the performance of Wave Analog Filters (WAF) is evaluated. Models of mismatching and clock-feedthrough (CF) are deduced for basic building blocks, and applied to study the sensitivity of a third-order filter. Monte Carlo simulations performed using a behavior simulator prove that CF are dominant over mismatching effects.
INTRODUCTION
Two different approaches have been explored for switched-current (SI) low-sensitivity filter realizations; both simulate passive LC ladder structures. One follows the wellknown synthesis methodologies applied for switched-capacitor filters, hence requiring SI integrators as building blocks [l-31. The other is based on simulating Wave Digital Filter In addition to excellent passband sensitivity properties. WAFS have two inherent advantages. They are based on the bilinearmapping and involve very regular and simple circuit elements. We have already proved the feasibilily of this approach, obtaining SI WAF prototypes 14-61.
An important property of SI WAF is that the range of current gain values in any adaptor does not greatly differ bclwecn one filter function and other. This paper deals with the study of mismatching and CF induced errors, that, will allow us to derive design rules for minimizing their influence in WAF. A statistic model is proposed for the study of random mismatching errors in SI implementations of WAF (systematic mismatching errors arc assumed cancelled by an appropriated design of the basic cells), and a statistic sensitivity measure is carried out for a low-pass filter using this model and Monte Carlo simulations. On the other hand, the sensitivity to CF induced error is studied using a simple model for charge injecllon in [he (WDF) structures [4-61.
basic memory ccll. All is made at a behavioral level oriented to a rapid dcsign validation before going to the physical realization, but with models which are related to this physical realization. The developed models have been introduced in WAVER, an in-house program we use to design SI wave analog filters. The simulation results obtained for a low-pass third-order filter will be presented.
REALIZATION OF SWITCHED-CURRENT WAF
Let us consider the implementation of a third order lowpass filter. The Wave Model shown in Figure 1 is one of the modcls we can use to realize the filter. The signals A i and R,, represent the incident and reflected wave signals in the j 
MODEL FOR MISMATCHING ERRORS
To study transistor mismatch effects in the openlion of the proposed adaptors we have used the model given in [71 for the random variations in current mirror gains produced by the variations in the fabrication process. For the simple current mirror in Figure 4 . the relative variance in the error between the current 12 and the input I, is calculatcd. If unit transistor cells are used. systematic error due to AW and AL can be reduced, leading to the expression for random mismatching errors
where NI and N, are the number of unit cells in MI and M2 [8] . From the technology parameters in [7] . and using (W/ L)1=(60pn/10pm) and (VG~,-V~,)=O.~V. the error evaluated by (3) is about 0.28%. To obtain the variance in the output currents of any adaptor, we define the relative variance in the unit-gain current mirror as (4)
Regarding the ratio ldli,,, mismatching in the NMOS mirrors lead to offset and gain errors, given by which means that the maximum standard deviation corresponds to the ('yo-1) gain, and it is equal to 0.57%. The matrix for output offset errors is given by.
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As before, for small ccefCicients realized as (l+y)-l, thc number7 and yin (12) must be changed for (7+4) and (I+?), respectively. The offset for the example presented is 186nA. The same can be done for all adaptors in the filter.
CLOCK-FEEDTHROUGH INDUCED ERRORS
Clock-feedthrough in current track-and-hold (T/H) can be modelled by an error voltage on the data holding node. It causes DC offset, gain error and distortion. Although additional circuitry for cancellation of the CF errors is always used, total cancellation is not reached in practice. We havc introduced a simple analytical model to study the effects of this error in the global performance of the filter. Assuming a voltage error Avfin the holding node, the equation including CF effects will be for the unit delay cells where AIo repiesents the output current error evaluated at the nT instant, fin the input current at the ( ! I -/ 17' instant and 0 = &A v/-. In order to find a linear modcl Tor CF error. 
SIMULATION RESULTS
Errors can be introduced in numerical simulations performed by WAVER using the computation expressed as Io = Iin (y + A yO) + lop in which the ideal output, fl,,,.
is modified by an error gain Af and addcd to an offset term. fop We have performed a Monte Carlo analysis of the filter in Figure 1 with the nominal adaptor coefficients given i n Table I corresponding to a normalized cutoff-frecluency of 0.09577 and a passband ripple of 0.2 dB, using I,=lOpA and lOym/lOym unit transistors. Mismatching errors are randomly generated using the standard deviations derived from (8) and (9) for the delay cells, and from (10) and (12) for the parallel adaptors. CF errors are included given a value to Ay. For the characterization of the filter. we have measured the parameters defined in Tablc 11. 
CONCLUSIONS
The sensitivity of SI WAF filters to the main sources of errors has been evaluated using operational models and Monte Carlo simulations. The results are close to the experimental measurements and prove that CF effects are c'ominants. Future work would be focused on including non-linear terms in order to obtain a whole filter characterization. 
